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Abstract: In this work the problem of various discrepancies knowledge management is considered during realization of technological production processes of polypropylene tubes. Such discrepancies can make serious impact on manufacturing efficiency enterprise for the reasons of the compelled equipment stand still, sharp decline in final product quality, failures to meet time constraints of production shipment for the consumer, etc. In order to remove discrepancies it is required to define quickly the major factors exerting negative impact on production quality. And for each type of a product there can be the set of factors. The main way for work with the large volume of information concerning problems, their factors and ways of elimination is experience of experts. Such way owing to a human factor is not reliable and cannot be considered as the effective solution of the considered problem. In article as the decision the structure of the knowledge base on the basis of precedents (use cases) is offered. The precedent represents the information block including a basic situation and the decision corresponding to it. The offered structure is founded on hierarchy to Isikava's chart, one of popular instruments of quality control, and listed products. For filling of base precedents it is offered to use an algorithm of a clustering of data CLOPE. Results of work are the three-level structure of the knowledge base, model of a precedent, model of processes of addition of a new precedent and search of a precedent in the knowledge base, an algorithm of a clustering of precedents. It was revealed
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that the preliminary clustering allows reducing search time considerably. This approach can be used at a stage of technological preparation of production. **Keywords:** Knowledge base, case approach, quality management, technological preparation of production, clustering, Isikava's chart

**Introduction**

Effective work of the modern industrial enterprise is impossible without the automated information systems. In the presence of a common information space the similar systems covering everything functions of the enterprise carry out information support of products at all stages of life cycle that allows to reduce expenses, to reduce terms of technological preparation of production, to quickly fix the problems arising in the course of production, to reduce prime cost of products [1].

Within a stage of preparation of production at inclusion in the production plan of a new product engineers need to predict all possible problems which can arise in the course of its production. Success of this forecasting directly influences success of functioning of all production in general. This task is uncommon as demands the analysis of a large number of the potential reasons influencing quality of the made product that is poor-selling at the manual mode of processing of basic data.

Objective of this research is development of a technique of support of decision-making on the basis of precedents on elimination of the discrepancies revealed during production of polyamide pipes and drawing polyamide coverings, and also molding of polyamide pipes, production of spiral pipelines and spiral polyethylene tapes.

**Methods**

For the purpose of increase in efficiency of elimination of production problems support of decision-making on the basis of the knowledge base on precedents is offered. The precedent (Use Case) in this work is understood as the cluster comprising rules for decision-making on elimination of similar production problems at similar products [2]. Thus, the precedent will comprise information on several problems, and on all products to most of which likely there
can be these problems. The example of structural representation of a precedent is represented in the figure 1. The hierarchical structure of the chart of Isikava [3] which is a part of "seven basic instruments of quality management" is the cornerstone of representation.

**Use Case 1 (Cluster 1)**

From this example it is possible to draw several conclusions concerning productions at the enterprise:

1) Problems of ovality of products and instability of an external covering have 2 general reasons: swift wear of the equipment and low qualities of material at a preparation stage. Elimination of these two reasons will perhaps fix both problems.

2) Instability of an external covering can also cause a problem and the increased humidity of air.

3) The fuel tube of dimension 10x1 can have a problem of instability of an external covering, and polyamide tubes dimension 6x1 and 8x1 can have an ovality problem.

On the basis of the analysis of subject domain the general structure of

**Fig. 1. An example of the structure of precedent**
formation of the knowledge base on precedents presented in the figure 2 [1] was developed.

Fig. 2. An example of the structure of Ishikawa diagrams

Thus, the structure of the description of problems can be presented the following levels of hierarchy:

- the production problem (PP), each problem can cause a number of the general reasons;
- the factor (RC) of emergence of production problems, each factor comprises a variety of reasons;
- the reason (C), can characterize emergence of a problem at the lowest level, or consist of a number of more concrete characteristics (subreasons).

Problems can arise at a number of products (Pr) or services which are in turn described by a set of characteristics (SPC).

Structural division of a production problem (PP) into hierarchical levels was assumed as a basis (RC, C, Pr, SPC). Thus, each hierarchical level breaks into the corresponding classes, and the PP model represents treelike hierarchical structure.

Classification of precedents in base of precedents (PB) is offered to be organized in the similar way - to divide the general reasons into more concrete components according to structure of PP.

Production problems are the crossed sets as concrete PP can have the identical reasons which caused them which define their crossing.
In turn, each RC represents a great number of C. The subreasons are also the crossed subsets. Similarly there is a splitting all PB at all PP levels. Thus, a set of all values which are kept in PB it is possible to organize in this way where each concrete vector of values represents a subset element. Basic data are presented in table 1.

**Table 1. The source data table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>SPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of production problem</td>
<td>Factors (Root causes)</td>
<td>Causes</td>
<td>Products that can have relation with problems</td>
<td>Product specifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters and values of structural elements of the table of basic data for each enterprise are unique depending on the nature of activity. According to Case-based Reasoning approach (CBR, reasoning on the basis of precedents [4,5]) the precedent includes the following information:
- heading;
- table of conditions;
- table of decisions.

The heading represents a precedent name. The table of conditions contains the description of input parameters (the table of basic data) and contains the following fields: name of a condition and their value. Values of conditions can be presented in the form of concrete values or their intervals. The table of decisions represents given in output parameters of a precedent - the ranged list of the reasons of a production problem [6].

It is possible to allocate two main working hours of base of precedents:
- filling of base of precedents;
- use of base of precedents.

Filling of base of precedents is carried out in the absence of a similar precedent by search. Process of filling is presented in the chart BPMN2 form in the figure 3.
Process is started by an event "A new production problem". It is followed by the description of a problem, presented in the form of a matrix of basic data. On the basis of basic data and according to similar already known problems the list of the possible reasons of a problem is created. The second action is definition of products which have an emergence of this problem most likely. Final information on a problem is formed on the basis of the found most probable causes of a problem and observations of experts. Full information on a production problem is result. The received decision remains as a precedent in base of precedents. In the figure 4 process of use of base of precedents is presented.
Fig. 4. The process of using Use case database

On value of the table of basic data of a new production problem search of a similar precedent in base is carried out. In case of lack of full coincidence the closest precedent gets out of base. Depending on degree of proximity of a precedent and the description of a new problem adaptation of a precedent, i.e. creation of a new precedent on the basis of existing is made. Further the adapted precedent is compared to data of base of precedents, and on the basis of this comparison, the new precedent is corrected. The corrected precedent remains in base.

For increase in efficiency of search of precedents in base their cluster splitting was offered. After the analysis of methods of a clustering [7-9] as an algorithm the algorithm CLOPE was chosen. It best of all is suitable for a clustering of large volumes of category data. Cluster methods are the most suitable for the analysis of difficult multidimensional objects, do not demand preliminary structuration of information, that is it is possible to classify objects, without having data on their preliminary splitting (the analysis of unstructured set of precedents) [10, 11].

Let there is a base of precedents $D$ consisting of a set of precedents $\{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$. Each precedent is characterized by a set of unique indicators $\{i_1, \ldots, i_m\}$ which values are presented in table 2. The set of clusters $\{C_1, \ldots, C_k\}$ are splitting a set $\{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$, it, $C_1 \cup \ldots \cup C_k = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$ as $C_1 \not\subseteq \emptyset$ and $C_i \cap C_j = \emptyset \ \forall i \geq 1, k \geq j$.

Each element $C_i$ is called a cluster, and $n \ m \ k$ - the number of
precedents, quantity of indicators in base of precedents and number of clusters respectively.

Table 2. Values of product attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Values of attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size type</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Cause</td>
<td>(d_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause (p_1)</td>
<td>(e_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause (p_2)</td>
<td>(f_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause (p_3)</td>
<td>(g_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause (p_4)</td>
<td>(h_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause (p_5)</td>
<td>(i_1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each cluster \(C\) has the following characteristics:

\[
D(C) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \text{Occ}(i, C) \quad \text{Occ}(i, C) = \sum_{C} \text{Occ}(i, C)
\]

(1)

\[
W(C) = |D(C)| \quad H(C) = S(C)/W(C)
\]

(2)

The histogram of a cluster \(C\) represents the graphic representation of its settlement characteristics: on an axis of OX cluster objects in decreasing order of size \(\text{Occ}(i, C)\), and size \(\text{Occ}(i, C)\) - on OY axis are postponed \(\text{Occ}(i, C)\). The histogram is submitted in the figure 5.
In the figure 5 $S(C)$, equal 10, corresponds to the area of the rectangle limited to axes of coordinates and a dashed line. The more value $H$, the bigger similarity between two products. Therefore the algorithm chooses such splitting which maximizes $H$.

Formula of calculation of global criterion - function of cost:

$$\text{Profit} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} G(C_i) \cdot |C_i| = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{S(C_i)}{W(C_i)} \cdot |C_i| \text{,}$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k} |C_i| \sum_{i=1}^{k} |C_i| \text{,}$$

(3)

where $|C_i|$ - quantity of objects in $i$ - m a cluster, $k$ - quantity of clusters, $r$ - pushing away coefficient.

The coefficient $r$ allows regulating the level of similarity of precedents in a cluster, and, as a result, final quantity of clusters. This coefficient is selected the expert. The more $r$, the level of similarity is lower and the more clusters will be generated.

Formal problem definition of a clustering an algorithm CLOPE looks as follows: for set $D$ and $r$ to find splitting $C$:

$$\text{Profit} \{11\}(C, r) \rightarrow \text{max} \text{.}$$

Results and Discussion

Let's review an example from 5 transactions presented in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Values of attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>№</td>
<td>Case</td>
<td>Values of attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Polyamide tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Polyamide tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Fuel tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Spiral tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Fuel tube</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let’s assign for each unique value of attribute a code and we will change the table with data:

**Table 4. The Modified Example data for clusterization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Values of attributes</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>Size type</td>
<td>Numbers of ply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>b1</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>c2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>a3</td>
<td>b3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>c2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is required to compare among themselves two splittings into clusters:

**Table 5. 2 options of cluster division**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A(a1,b1,c1,d1);C(a2,c1,d3);D(a3,b3,d3)</td>
<td>B(a1,b2,c2,d2);E(a2,c2,d2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the first and second options of splitting in each cluster it is required to calculate the number of entries into it each indicator of a product, then to calculate height $H$ and width $W$ of a cluster. Histograms of clusters of the first splitting are submitted in the figure 6, and the second in the figure 7.

The histogram of a cluster \{ A, C, D \} contains 8 various elements ($W=8$) and has the area equal 10 ($S=10$), and a cluster \{ C, D, E \} - 7 various elements ($W=7$) with an area of 9 ($S=9$); that is indicators of clusters differ insignificantly.

But when comparing two other clusters the difference of two splittings is visible. The area of a cluster \{ B, E \} is equal 7 ($S=7$) at 5 various elements, and the area of a cluster \{ C, D, E \} is equal 9 ($S=9$) at 7 various elements ($W=7$). It is obvious that splitting 1 is better as provides bigger imposing of transactions at each other (respectively a parameter $H$ higher there). Realization of an algorithm of a clustering is presented in the flowchart form in the figure 8.
The following designations are presented in the flowchart: \( n \) - the number of precedents in base, \( r \) - pushing away coefficient, \( p_m \) - \( m \) - \( i \) a precedent, \( k \) - quantity of clusters \( C[i] \), \( C[j] \) - \( i \) - \( i \) and \( j \) - \( j \) clusters, \( C_{\text{temp}} \) - a temporary cluster, \( \text{Profit} \) \( (C, r) \) - cluster cost on a formula (3), \( h_m \) - characterizes accessory \( m \) a precedent to \( i \) cluster.

The algorithm consists of two main phases: initialization and iteration. For work of an algorithm it is necessary to enter two values: \( n \) and \( r \). The first precedent is brought in the first cluster at once \((C_1 = b_{p1})\), the counter of clusters is equated to unit \((k = 1)\), the counter of precedents - to two \((m = 2)\). Then the first cycle in which all precedents of base get over \( m \leq n \) (so far) follows \( m \leq n \). It is entered \( m \) - \( i \) a precedent, added in \( i \) - \( i \) a cluster, calculation of value of function of the cost \( \text{(Profit)} \) for a cluster is made \( i \). In case the cost of a cluster increases, then the precedent is added to a cluster, and the algorithm passes to the next precedent \((m = m + 1)\). Otherwise, the algorithm checks change of the following cluster at addition of a precedent in it \( m \). If any cluster does not increase value of the cost at addition of a precedent, then the new cluster is created.

For each precedent \( m \) record \( h_m \) in which accessory \( m \) a precedent to a new cluster is specified is created \( h_m \). The phase of initialization is characterized by distribution of precedents on clusters.
For improvement of quality of a clustering it is necessary to carry out several additional scanning’s - phases of iterations. Precedents are verified with other clusters and, in case of increase in cost of a cluster of a new design the precedent is postponed to a new cluster, and from old is removed. Empty clusters \((C[i] = \text{null})\) in conclusion of an algorithm are removed.

**Summary**

Temporary complexity of one iteration is equal \(N \cdot K \cdot A\) where \(N\) - total number of precedents, \(K\) - the maximum possible number of clusters, \(A\) - the average length of a precedent. Speed of work of an algorithm grows linearly with increase in the size of massifs of basic data that characterizes it as swift and effective on large volumes.

During realization of an algorithm CLOPE in the Java language the following advantages were sun-dried:

- minimum quantity of addressing the database;
- use of limited volume of random access memory;
- low computing complexity;
- scalability.

It is possible to refer complexity with selection of coefficient of pushing away to insignificant shortcomings. But for elimination of this complexity the variation of an algorithm Fuzzy CLOPE [12] is used.

**Conclusion**

The clustering technique on the basis of an algorithm CLOPE allows to increase efficiency of work with base of precedents and, unlike other methods of a clustering, allows working with large volumes of category data. Use of the integrated approach based on accumulation of knowledge of precedents will allow increasing efficiency of process of technological preparation of production [2, 6].
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